Magnetic Hallway Passes

The Magnetic Hallway Passes are a helpful resource for your busy classroom. Ten passes are provided that include 5 common places visited throughout the school: Girl’s Bathroom, Boy’s Bathroom, Library, Office, Nurse, and one general Hall Pass. Four blanks are included to create your own passes that are more specific to your classroom needs.

The passes can be used on any magnetic surface in your room. Hang the passes on a magnetic board or even on the magnetic door frame! When the students need to leave the room, they can just take a pass and you will immediately know that someone is out of the room.
Care Instructions
Each pass can be used with a dry-erase or wet-erase marker for multiple uses. It is best to test your marker on a corner of pass to make sure your marker works and can be erased. Use a damp cloth when erasing the wet-erase marker. Do not saturate the pass. Too much water will damage the product. Also, do not bend the passes as it will decrease the magnetism.